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The presence of ice glands in the snow and daily max
summer temperatures, estimated from records of
coastal stations, indicate a potentially high incidence
of melting at about 1300 m elevation and some melt
ing at 1700 m in North Greenland, and melting up to
2700 m in the South. Annual accumulation is 2-3 times
as great at 2500 m on the west side of the ice cap as
at the crest. South of 6'6°N, precipitation may be
about twice as great on the east side of the crest as in
the west.

The presence of ice glands in the snow and daily max
summer temperatures, estimated from records of
coastal stations, indicate a potentially high incidence
of melting at about 1300 m elevation and some melt
ing at 1700 m in North Greenland, and melting up to
2700 m in theSouth. Annual accumulation is 2-3 times
as great at 2500 m. on the west side of the ice cap as
at the crest. South of 66°N, precipitation maybe
about twice as great on the east side of the crest as in
the west.,
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The presence of ice glands in the snow and daily max
summer temperatures, estimated from records of
coastal stations, indicate a potentially "high incidence
of melting at about 1300 m elevation and some melt
ing at 1700 m in North Greenland, and melting up to
2700 m in the South. Annual accumulation is 2-3 times
as great at 2500 m on the west side of the ice cap as
at the crest. South of 66°N, precipitation may be
about twice as great on the east side of the crest as in
the west.

The presence of ice glands in the snow and daily max
summer temperatures, estimated from records of
coastal stations, indicate a potentially high incidence
of melting at about 1300 m elevation and some melt
ing at 1700 m in North Greenland,- and melting up to
2700 m in the South. Annual accumulation is 2-3 times
as great at 2500 m on the west side of the ice cap as
at the crest. South of 66°N, precipitation may be
about twice as great, on the east side of the crest as in
the west.
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SUMMARY

' Mean annual air temperatures and precipitation on the Greenland Ice Cap, as
estimated from snow profile studies and long-term meteorological records at coasta
stations, have been used to prepare mean annual air temperature and mean annual
precipitation charts for the Greenland Ice Cap.

It is shown that melting of surface snow may occur at elevations of about 1600
m in. North Greenland and up to 2700 m in South Greenland.

The warming trend in the Arctic, as indicated by increases in mean annual air
temperature, may have occurred to a lesser extent on the ice cap than at sea-level

Annual accumulation of precipitation is two or three times as great at 2500 m on
the west side of the ice cap than at the crest. South of 66° N, precipitation may be
about twice as great on the east side of the crest as on the west side.



AIR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
ON THE GREENLAND ICE CAP

by

Marvin Diamond

INTRODUCTION

The Greenland Ice Cap is the second largest
glacier in the world, exceeded in size only by the
ice cap covering the Antarctic Continent. The ice
cap, which occupies all of Greenland except a
narrow belt of exposed land around the coast, is
nearly 1500 miles long and 200 to 500 miles wide
and has an area of about 637,000 square miles. Its
southern tip extends south of the Arctic Circle to
about 61° N and its northern limit is about 700
miles from the North Pole.

Greenland is a potentially strategic area and
any effort to establish, maintain, and support large
facilities and military operations on the ice cap
requires a satisfactory knowledge of prevailing
climatological and environmental conditions. Some
climatological data are available from the ice cap
area. They are for the most part the product of
short-period' records from the reports of expedi
tions and scientific parties that spent a few sum
mer months on the ice cap and a few parties that
wintered in the central area. The U. S. Air Force
operated two weather stations on the ice cap in
Northwest Greenland for several years following
their establishment in 1953. These two weather
stations are the only locations where meteorologi
cal data have been continuously collected on the
ice cap for more than 2 years.

Other ice cap stations from which meteorologi
cal and glaciological data are available'for periods
of about 1 year are:

(a) Eismitte, a station located on the west
slope near the crest of the ice cap in south central
Greenland, which was manned for 1 year during
1930-31 by members of the Wegener expedition
(Wegener et al, 1935).

(b) Station Centrale, established in almost
the same location as Eismitte and operated during
1949-50 by Expedition Polaires Francaises (Vic
tor, 1954).

(c) Northice, a station located on the east
\ slope near the crest of the ice cap in north central
\ Greenland, which was operated during Novem

ber 1952-July 1954 by members of the British
North Greenland Expedition (Hamilton et al,
1956).

This report makes use Of available meteorologi
cal and glaciological data to construct maps show
ing the distribution of mean annual precipitation
and mean annual air temperature on the ice cap.

The location of stations and routes of major
expeditions from which data were obtained are
shown in Figure 1. Station information used in
this report is presented in Table I.

DERIVATION OF MEAN ANNUAL
AIR TEMPERATURE DATA

-Mean annual air temperatures were computed
from the record of daily maximum and minimum
air temperature observations made at U. S. Air
Force Site 2, Eismitte, Station Centrale, and
Northice.

To supplement the air temperature records from
these stations, snow profile temperature data col
lected at eight locations on the ice cap (see Fig. 2

and Table I) were used. In glacier areas where
little or no melting occurs, the amplitude of the
annual temperature wave decreases to about 0.5C
at 8 m below the surface, so that the snow tem
perature at this depth is close to the, local mean
annual air temperature. (B. L. Hansen, personal
communication; Koch and Wegener, 1930). This-
relationship, which is substantiated by the data
presented in Table II, was used in the preparation
of a mean annual air temperature chart for the
Greenland Ice Cap (Fig. 2).

The temperatures recorded at coastal stations
were used to derive the location of isotherms at
higher elevations and approximately the same la
titude. Wegener (1930) and de Quervain (1925)
found a lapse rate of 0.6C/100 m applicable on
the Greenland Ice Cap. Orvig (1954) obtained a
lapse rate of 0.6C/100 m between coastal and gla
cier stations on Baffin Island. In this study a mean
lapse rate of 0.7C/100 m was found, computed
from the mean annual air temperature at five
coastal sites and mean annual air temperature, as
estimated from snow profile studies, at five inland
ice stations at approximately the same latitude
(Table III). This lapse rate was used to compute
mean annual air temperatures for ice cap. areas
where no air or snow temperature was available.

The lowest mean annual air temperature in
South Greenland is estimated to occur within the
area bounded by the 2500 m contour and the -18C
isotherm (Fig. 2). Assuming a maximum elevation
of 2700 m for this area, a mean annual air temp
erature at sea level of -2.0C (see Fig. 2), and a
lapse rate of -0.7C/100 m, the estimated mean an
nual air temperature at 2700 m is -20.9C. In North
Greenland between Thule and Site 2, the presence
of ice glands indicates that some melting occurs at
elevations of 1700 m (Benson, 1955). The esti
mated mean annual air temperature here is about
-22C (Fig. 2), a degree lower than for the coldest
area in South Greenland. It is considered highly
probable that normal summer temperatures at the
highest points on the ice cap in South Greenland
are sufficiently high to permit some melting.

Since the mean annual air temperature is a func
tion of both summer and winter temperatures, it
is not possible to estimate the amount of melting
during the summer months. Such estimates might
be made if the frequency of days with air^ tem
peratures above freezing was known.

Very few records of air temperatures are avail
able from areas of the ice cap where melting may
occur during the months of June, July, and Au
gust. However, daily summer maximum tempera
tures on the ice cap can be estimated from daily
maximum temperatures at'coastal stations, using
an appropriate lapse rate. The lapse rate for daily
maximum air temperature between Thule and Site
2 was found to be 0.6C/100 m during the summer
(Table IV) which is the same as the mean annual
lapse rate between these two stations and less than
the average mean annual lapse rate of 0.7C/100 m
for the whole ice cap.

The maximum elevation at which melt will oc
cur'is assumed to coincide with the elevation of



Figure 1. Location of stationyand routes of expeditions.
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Table I. Meteorological and glaciological data, Greenland.

Station or
Expedition

Ice Cap
stations

Source of
data

(ref. no.)

Date

Data Used

Daily
max &

min
temp

Annual
temp,
from
snow

profile

Annual
precip.,

from
snow

profile

Elev. Lat. Long.
msl °N °W
(ft)

Site 2 (USAF) (14) 1953-57 X
Site 1 (USAF) (14) 1953-56 X X
SIPRE test site (1) 1954 X
Eismitte (9) Aug 1930-

Augl931
X X

Station
Centrale (15) Sept 1949-

June1950
X X

Mint Julep (13) Summer '53 X
Northice (8) 1952-54 X X
Project Snowman* (12) Aug-Sept '47 X
Hiran #29 (USAF) (14) Apr-Aug '56 X
Hiran #28 (USAF) (14) Apr-Aug '56
Hiran #26 (USAF) (14) Apr-Aug '56 1 1

Classified
X »

X >}

X 9900 70 54 40 42

X 99.00 70 57 40 42

6000 66 16 47 46
X 7900 78 06 38 10

6900 66 20 46 00
X 8300 68 04 42 21
X 10000 70 37 36 10
X 10000 68 15 36 30

Coastal stations

Thule,
Upernavik
Jakobshavn
Godthaab
Ivigtut
Narssarssuaq
Angmagssalik
Scoresbysund
Borg
Bronlunds Fjord

Routes of major
expeditions

(1)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(1)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(7)

1946-56
1906-40
1906-40
1906-40
1901-40
1940-50
1906-40
1924-40
1912-13
1946-50

100-200
210
138

75
82
89

118
56

207
- 15

76 34

72 47
69 13
64 10
61 12

.61 11
65 36
70 29
76 41
82 10

68 49
56 10
51 03

51 45
48 10
45 25
37 34

21 58
22 25
31 00

Koch-Wegener (10) 1913 X X
1

de Quervain (6) 1913 , X
Wegener (16) 1930-31 X X X
Lindsay (11) 1934 X
SIPRE Project
Jello (3) 1955 X X
SIPRE Party
Crystal (2) 1954 X X
British North
Greenland
Expedition (4) 1952-54 X X

(12) New England Division, Corp of Engineers (1947) Investigation of Construction and maintenance of airdromes on ice
1947-48, Soils Laboratory, New England Division, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army,- 86 p.

Table II, Comparison of mean annual air temperatures with snow temperatures at 8 m below the surface.

Station Mean annual Snow temp 8 m Year of
air temp (C) below surface (C) snow observations

Site 2 —24 -24 1954

Eismitte
(1954-1956)

—31 -28 1931

Station Centrale
(1930-1931)

—27* —28 1950

Northice
(1949-1950)

-30 -28 1953
(1953-1954)

♦Estimated from September-June data. Mean for September-June of -30C raised to -27C for September-Auirustto account for higher temperatures during July and August. aepiemoer August

Mean September-June temperature at Eismitte was -34C and mean September-August* temperature was -31C.



Figure 2. Mean annual air temperature (C) on Greenland Ice Cap.
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Table III, Computation of mean annual lapse rate on the Greenland Ice Cap.

Sea level
coastal
station

Lat
Mean annual

air temp
Ice Cap
station

Lat Elev.

Mean annual
air temp

from snow
profile

Lapse
rate

(°N) (C) (°N) (m) (C) (C/100 m)

Thule
Thule
Upernavik
Jakobshavn
Jakobshavn

__^——_

76
76
73
69
69

—12 (1946-56)
— 12 (1946-56)
— 7 (1921-30)
— 4 (1921-30)

• — 3 (1931-40)

Site 2
Party Crystal
Koch-Wegener
Eismitte
Hiran #29

77
77
74
71
68

2000
2300
2900
3000
2600

-24 (1954)
—28 (1954)
—31 (1930)
—28 (1930)
—23 (1956)

.Mean

0.60
0.70
0.82
0.80
0.77

0.74

Table IV, Computation of summer lapse rate on the Greenland Ice Cap in Northern Greenland.

Sea level
coastal

• station
Lat

Mean daily max air
temp during June,

July, and Aug.
Ice Cap station Lat Elev.

Mean daily max air
temp during June,

July, and Aug.

Lapse
rate

Thule
<°N)

76
(C)
6.1 Site 2

<°N)
77

(m)
2000

(C)
-5.6

(C/lOOm)
0.6

the 0C air temperature isotherm. Since the eleva
tion of this isotherm is related to the daily maxi
mum temperature at sea level, it may be estimated
from sea level temperatures by the following
equation:
Elevation of 0C isotherm (m) =

daily max. temp, at sea level (C) x 100
0~6

The presence of ice masses in the snow at an
-elevation of 1300 m east of Thule indicates sum
mer melting at this elevation (Benson, 1955). The
air temperature at Thule corresponding to 0C at
1300 m would be 7.8C (46F). During 1946-56,
the three summer months at Thule averaged 32
days with maximum temperatures equal to or
higher than 46F, indicating a potentially high
incidence of melting at 1300 m during.the summer.

The presence of ice glands in the snow cover
at 1700 m indicates some summer melting at this
elevation. The air temperature at Thule corres
ponding to an air temperature of 0C at 1700 m is
10C (50F). Daily maximum temperatures at Thule
during the three summer months equal or exceed
50F on 14 days. Melting may be assumed to occur
at 1700 m on at least the same number of days.

Assuming that the above relation is applicable
to other sections of the ice cap, the extent of melt
ing in other areas can be estimated from meteor
ological records reported from adjacent coastal
stations. The number of days on the ice cap with
maximum temperatures above freezing are listed
in Table VI for latitudes of 61° N, 67° N and

74° N. The data indicate that, south of 67° N lat,
considerable melt will occur at elevations as high
as 2700 m. Below 67° N, there are as many days
with above freezing temperatures at 2700 m as
there are at 1300 m at 76° N, where ice masses
have been observed in the snow cover.

That melting may occur at elevations above 2500
m in South Greenland is substantiated by observa
tions of air temperatures above 0C in the south
central portion of the ice cap. During the British
Trans-Greenland Expedition, crossing the ice cap
near 72° N lat in 1934, temperatures of +0.5C
were encountered at 2700 m (Lindsay, 1934). Dur
ing summer 1956, 0C temperatures were measured
at U. S. Air Force Hiran stations south of 70° N
on the Greenland Ice Cap between elevations of
2500-2800 m. Snow pit profiles made at 66° N,
2700 m by Project Snowman (New England Divi
sion, Corp of Engineers, 1947) indicated consider-

, able melt at these sites (see Fig. 1). .
The warming trend in the Arctic, as shown by

recent increases of mean annual temperature at
several West Greenland coastal stations (Table
V), appears to-have occurred to a lesser extent
on the ice cap. At Jakobshavn the 1921-40 mean
annual air temperature is 1.8C warmer than for
the 20 years prior to 1920. At about the same lati
tude on the ice cap, the snow temperature at a
depth of 10 m was —27.4C at Station Centrale in
August 1950 and —28.6C in August 1931 at
Eismitte, or 1.2C warmer in 1950 than in 1931
(Heuberger, 1954; Wegener, 1935).
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Table V, Comparison of mean annual air temperatures along the west coast of Greenland.

Lat (°N)

Mean annual temperature (C)*

Station (1921-40) (1901-1920) Temp
change'

Ivigtut
Godthaab'
Angmagssalik
Jakobshavn
Upernavik

61
64
65
69
73

1.5
— 0.5**
— 0.4
—3.7
—5.2**

0.9
-1.8
-2.0
—5.5
-8.3

+ 0.6
+ 1.3
+ 1.6

' +1.8
+ 3.1

* Clayton (1947; 49)
'* For years 1921-1936

Table VI, Number of days on the Greenland Ice Cap, during June, July, and August, with maximum air temperature
equal to or greater than OC. Estimated from sea level temperatures.

Elevation (m)

Lat
°N

500 1000 1300 1500 1700 2000 2500 2700 3000

76
67
61

73
91
92

51
91
92

32*
89

•91

22
86
90

14**

81
86

5
66
69

0
41
41

0
34
33

0
16
15

Presence of ice masses indicates melting at this elevation and latitude.
Presence of ice glands indicates some melting at this elevation and latitude.

The lesser rate of warming on the ice cap, if
true, may be due to the great heat sink capacity
of the perpetual snow cover, which has a maxi
mum surface temperature of 0C and therefore has
a conservative effect upon changes in air tempera
tures. Air temperatures in the coastal area, which
is snow free during the summer, are not subject
to such a conservative influence and probably re
flect the warming trend more quickly than the ice
cap stations.

ANNUAL ACCUMULATION

Snow profile studies made at Eismitte (Sorge,
1931) have shown that there is a difference in
density between summer and winter snows at
those elevations on the Greenland Ice Cap where
little or no melting occurs. This difference in den
sity permits dating of a number of annual layers,
from which an estimation of mean annual accumu

lation can be made. Prior to 1931, records for only
a single year's accumulation were available. These
were derived from measurements, made by scien
tific, parties, of the thickness and density of snow
that had been deposited during that year.

The values of mean annual accumulation as
estimated from snow profile studies and the yearly
accumulation derived from records of various
scientific parties were used to prepare a mean
annual accumulation map for the Greenland Ice
Cap (Fig. 3).

The annual accumulation estimated from snow
profile studies may not represent an accurate

measurement of annual snowfall since drifting
may increase or decrease the apparent accumula
tion. The gain or loss in accumulation due to drift
ing is not known, but the almost constant kata
batic wind flowing down the ice cap probably
moves some of the cold dry snow from higher
elevations to the melt zone at lower elevations,
where higher temperatures may cause the snow
to become more cohesive, reducing its ability to
drift. As indicated in Figure 3, the area of maxi
mum annual accumulation does not coincide with
the crest of the ice cap.

Since the present maximum annual accumula
tion is not at the crest, it would appear that the
present shape of the ice cap might be subject to
change unless there are compensations for the
greater accumulation at the lower elevations. The
only known compensating factor is the outward
movement of ice from the bottom of the ice cap.
The high rate of iceberg formation along the west
coast of Greenland adjacent to the area of maxi
mum accumulation, shown in Figure 3, suggests
a strong outflow of ice in this area.

The accumulation measurements made by the
British North Greenland Expedition during its
traverse of the ice cap indicates an almost con
stant accumulation of 12-14 cm of water equiva
lent along 78° N (Bull, 1957). If these values are
correct, then the ice cap area north of 78° N ap
parently receives less than 12 cm water equivalent
of snow or about 35 cm of new snow annually.
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Figure 3. Mean annual accumulation on Greenlanaice Cap, in cm of water equivalent Same legend
as Figure 1. Underlined figures, such as 45, are means of 4 or more years. Figures which are not

underlined are one-year measurements.
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The only accumulation data for the east slope
of the ice cap is the series of measurements ob
tained during the Koch-Wegener ice cap crossing
(Koch and Wegener, 1930). Long-term records
show that Angmagssalik, on the east coast at 65.5°
N, receives about 90 cm of precipitation annually,
while Godthaab, on the west coast at 64° N, re
ceives about 60 cm annually. This indicates that,
south of 66° N, annual snow accumulation may be
greater on the east slope than on the west slope
of the ice cap (Clayton, 1944). This difference in
precipitation may be attributed to the path of the
main storm track, which lies between south Green
land and Iceland. North of 66° N there are no

stations on the east coast with precipitation rec
ords which may be compared with records from
west coast stations. Consequently, the northward
extent of the apparent greater accumulation on
the east coast cannot be determined.

The snow profile studies at Site 2 indicate a de
creasing trend in annual accumulation at this site
between 1932 and 1954 (Diamond, 1956). The
5-year mean from 1930-34 was 49 cm of water
equivalent while the 5-year mean from 1950-54
was 39 cm of water equivalent. This is contrary
to the results obtained at Northice, 250 miles to
the east on the east slope, where an increase in
annual accumulation from 7 cm of water equiva
lent in 1940 to 11 cm of water equivalent in 1950
has been reported. (Bull, 1957).

Because of the effect of drifting upon the meas
urement of accumulation, it is not possible to de
termine whether this difference in accumulation
trends represents a difference in precipitation
trends or simply a change in drift patterns. If the
drift patterns have not changed, the difference in
precipitation trends indicates a wide variation in
climatic conditions over an east - west distance of
about 250 miles in north central Greenland.
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in South Greenland is estimated to occur within the
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The presence of ice glands in the snow and daily max
summer temperatures, estimated from records of
coastal stations, indicate a potentially high incidence
of melting at about 1300 m elevation and some melt
ing at 1700 m in North Greenland, and melting up to
2700 m in the South. Annual accumulation is 2-3 times
as great at 2500 mxon the west side of the ice cap as
at the crest. South of 6'6°N, precipitation may be
about twice as great on the east side of the crest as in
the west.
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